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Life & Natura 2000
The European Union (EU) has decided to take action to fight the waning of numerous animal and vegetal

species. One of the causes of biodiversity decline being the disappearance and the fragmentation of natural

habitats, the EU suggested the implementation of a large ecological network ensuring the survival and

dispersal of the species. This network of habitats, which is of great interest for the preservation of biodiversity,dispersal of the species. This network of habitats, which is of great interest for the preservation of biodiversity,

is called Natura 2000.

Some of the habitats suggested by the Member States of the UE to constitute the Natura 2000 network have

undergone important degradations. They need to be restored in order to play their role for plant and animal

species (nesting site, food supply, dispersal, etc.).

LIFE-Nature & Biodiversity is the financial instrument dedicated to the environment and with which the EU

contributes to the restoration of damaged natural habitats and the protection of species. Restoration projects

all across Europe are made possible thanks to these funding.

The Walloon Region has already benefited from several LIFE-Nature

& Biodiversity projects. This map illustrates the LIFE projects

already implemented an aiming at the restoration of peaty

environments.

Life Lomme project
The LIFE Lomme project aims at the restoration of natural habitats, which are very

important on a biological plan such as bogs, poor fens, wet heaths, alluvial meadows,

acidophilous forests, etc.

Because of their rarity, their fragility and their biodiversity, these habitats are all concerned

by the European directive "Habitats", which recognizes their patrimonial value in Europe

and the necessity of insuring their protection, management and restoration.

By the end of 2014, 230 ha of peatlands and wet environments and 20 ha of broad-

leaved forests will have benefited from the project.
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Peaty plateaus connected through a 
network of valleys

• PEATY HABITATS OF THE PLANES •

The peaty and swampy habitats on the high plateaus of the Ardenne region were widely degraded by

the planting of coniferous trees and the drainage of the soil that goes along with it. Dried up and split

up, these environments now require restoration. Numerous species typical of the harsh environmental

conditions of this kind of habitats, such as Northern Emerald, Cranberry Fritillary or Sphagnum will

benefit from the restoration.

• VALLEY BOTTOMS •

Valley bottoms were historically opened by the traditional agro-pastoral practices : extensive pasture

and/or mowing. Valley bottoms are used as dispersal channels by various species. Similarly to the peatyand/or mowing. Valley bottoms are used as dispersal channels by various species. Similarly to the peaty

habitats, valley bottoms underwent a massive forestation with coniferous trees. Unfortunately, the

presence of coniferous trees is perceived as an almost unbridgeable obstacle by certain species and

therefore, hindering their dispersal.

• HARDWOOD FORESTS ADJACENT TO PEATY ENVIRONMENTS •

The natural regeneration of the hardwood forests on high plateaus is quite poor due to high density of

game animals, harsh climate as well as various diseases.



Life Lomme’s zones of action

The project is implemented within two large

catchment basins, corresponding to thecatchment basins, corresponding to the

Lomme river and Lesse river valleys. Three

Natura 2000 sites, totalling 10,197 ha, are

concerned (“Bassin de la Lomme de Poix-

saint-Hubert à Grupont”, “Haute-Lomme”

and “Massif forestier de Daverdisse”).

LIFE Lomme takes action in both public properties (municipalities, province, region) and
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LIFE Lomme takes action in both public properties (municipalities, province, region) and

private properties. However, the majority (80 %) of priority zones of action are on public

lands.

LIFE Lomme’s restoration actions always take place after consultation of the land owners and 

with their approval.

Life Lomme’s actions
Restoration of peaty habitats and valley bottoms:

• Cutting of spruces on peaty, hydromorphic or alluvials soils in order to reopen the landscape• Cutting of spruces on peaty, hydromorphic or alluvials soils in order to reopen the landscape

and facilitate the return of species of patrimonial interest.

• Helping the development of these species in the reopened zones through sod-cutting

(removal of the superficial layer of the soil) and milling of the Purple moor grass (native

invading grass).

• Restoring the typical hydrological regime through retention of surface water, drains

obstruction, dikes creation, etc.

• Reforestation of fringes around the reopened zones, i.e planting of native species that are• Reforestation of fringes around the reopened zones, i.e planting of native species that are

especially fit to this environment.

Life Lomme’s actions

Preparation of long-term management of the restored

zones: installation of fences for extensive grazing,

preparation of the soil for late mowing.

Installation of protective enclosures and planting of various

species in order to support natural regeneration and help

diversify the broad-leaved forest.
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